
Introducing  

‘O RANGE’
“A Top Level Dishwashing Experience” 

TARGET MARKET:.

• Those that want the best in cleaning in the 
kitchen  

FEATURES:

• Easy to use
• Enhanced utensil cleaning
• Carousel, pad and bi-directional cleaning
• Optional UV-C lights for a second line of de-

fense to kill off bacteria and viruses
 

PATENT INFORMATION:

A provisional patent application was filed 
in December of 2020 and is in patent pending 
status. 

SUMMARY:

A new Level of Dishwash performance has 
arrived! The Beautiful design and functionality 
of the tri-level Dishwashing experience in caring 
and cleaning systems have been altered, shifted 
and moved beyond the closed door washing 
performances of the past. 

Enter the new age in designing functionality. 
Designed for the time-saving consumers, 
functionality and to offer a level of performance, 
and demand for connectivity a consumer will be 
driven to obtain.

The O RANGE. a Dishwashing experience. 
Top-level of Cleaning care that maximizes beyond 
those traditional revolving spray washing systems.

The O RANGE features A carousel tread that 
drives A revolving bi-directional performance. A 
Cleaning experience accompanied through its 
spin brush, soft-touch support, and Microfiber 
caring elements producing and aiding a dynamic 
and rapid cleansing system. Centered among this 
top-level care is a zone of individualized pads 
that revolve and rise to the occasion of world-
class cleansing of glassware systems leading itself 
through any troublesome job and outputting a 
performance worthy of an audience. 

A center of attention, O RANGE’s zone for 
Utensil and the tools of the kitchen holds on, as 
it’s Strong Wave Mesh element lends A gripping 
performance. Gripping threw the cleansing 
motion and throughout each wave of detergent, 
water, rinse, and drying stage. Grounded by 
the support to this cleansing performance, the 
O RANGE Dishwashing Base offers cleansing 
throughout what some might declare as the 
most demanding in the cleanup, the Cookware. 
Supported and featuring its own Strong Wave 
element Mesh that Grips through the cleansing 
motion  The paralleled performance in the Three-
tiered act will surely turn heads that might even 
elicit an audience through its window driven 
lit performance. Conducted by the Dual top 
edge system control the O RANGE dishwashing 
performance offers the functions and features 
you’d expect of elements automated, assisting, 
and catering you to next-level expectations and 
performance. 

O RANGE You Glad Your Dishes Are Finally Clean?O RANGE

Experience Carousel, Soft 
pad and bi-directional 
cleaning 

See how it works!
Watch the video at 

www.jordanbehalsplace.com



O RANGE
_____________________________ 

Siegfried Behal

About the Developer 
Siegfried Behal of Flowery Branch, GA, is an inventor and always looking for 
ways to make things better. One day while disappointed with the common 
dishwasher’s machines performance he came up with a better idea.  He 
worked up a solution that would help him and others and it proved to be 
quite effective. Working with Mars Rising Network, he had the invention 
refined to prepare this essential new design into a commercial product. He 
is actively seeking a company that would have an interest in partnering with 
him to get this product on the market.   

For more information:

Inventor

Siegfried Behal

Flowery Branch, GA 

PH: 470-290-9625

Email: Siegfriedbehal@yahoo.com

Web: www.JordanBehalsPlace.com

888-627-7747  /  888-MARS-RISING
www.themarsrisingnetwork.com  •   BBB A+ 5 Star Consumer Rating

Member of the 


